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ANNEMIEK DOUW MSc is a medium, energetic therapist, management 

coach, trainer and author. Her personal experience with long-term illness 

combined with her own work as a healer have 

led her to understand how the soul is an 

internal compass that continuously guides 

us. In over 23 years she has helped 

thousands of clients heal at many levels, 

teaching them how to read this compass for 

themselves. 

In 2011, she shared her unprecedented work 

in the Dutch language book De ziel in het licht 

van haar hogere auralagen, which is available under the title 21 Layers of the 

Soul, Healing the Karmic Ties with Friends, Lovers, Family and Enemies. 

In 2015 the sequel 40 Layers of the Soul revealed came out in Dutch. Her latest 

Dutch book, The 40 Senses, the High way to fulfilling working and living (2020) 

helps people to understand and heal themselves, both in their work- and their 

personal lives. 

About the book 21 Layers of the Soul  

You’re on a spiritual journey. You know that the answers to life’s big questions 

lie somewhere within the depths of your soul. But how can you connect with 

your soul and tap into its divine wisdom? If only you had some sort of inner 

guidance system - an internal ‘GPS’ - to help you navigate back to the right 

path. 21 Layers of the Soul can help you tap into  and master that inner GPS. 

In this book,  author Annemiek Douw MSc shares more  than 100 case 

histories gathered over 15  years of healing work. During this time she 

discovered the 21 layers of the aura—something never before revealed in any 

other healing book. Meticulously analyzed and defined, Annemiek shows us 

how exploring these layers can provide us with a clear blueprint of the intricate 

system that leads us to incarnate on the Earth. If you’re finally ready to unravel 

mysteries that have perplexed you for decades—or perhaps even lifetimes—

and regain the peace and ease you so dearly desire in life, pick up 21 Layers 

of the Soul and start to navigate the wonderful journey back to your Self.  

                       “A Must-read”                         “This book will change people’s lives” 
 
                   DR ROY MARTINA                             BRENDA MACINTYRE 

 
     Best Selling Author (Emotional Balance)           The Success Shaman 

Email: Soulight@annemiekdouw.com 

Web: www.21LayersOfTheSoul.com 
www.annemiekdouw.com 

Facebook: 

AnnemiekDouwAuthorHealer  

Interview Story Angles 

The 40 Layers of the Soul: what they 

are; how they show up in life 

Skype healings with Annemiek 

Unconditionality 

Consciousness  

Grief and the Role of Suffering in 

Our Lives: Why we suffer from illness, 

troubles, trauma, loss, etc. 

Soul Connections: How we make soul 

agreements with friends, family, lovers 

and enemies, guides and animals. 

Past Lives, Angels, Life Paths, Free 
Will, healing on different levels, 
healing your Self, healing in your 
work 
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